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First, and at the most basic 
level, technology can assist to 

inform, support and advise 
people involved in justice 

activities. Apps, websites, info, e 
– forms, justice café.

Technology can replace functions 
and activities that were 

previously carried out by 
humans. Case management, 
letters, listing, sharing, TDRS, 

ODR, Modria add ons. See BC.

Technology can change that way 
that determinative, advisory and 
facilitative processes work and 
inform system reform through 
the use of big data sets and 
more complex knowledge 

generation. AI and analytics.

CHANGE Three Levels of Change
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What is Driving Change? 
The Digital Age

We are more connected 
than ever before…
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CHANGES My First Computer – Osborne 
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YAHOO!
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• Easy access. Five years ago, 
entrepreneur Charley Moore founded 
online legal services provider Rocket 
Lawyer. 

• It now boasts 30 million users. 
Subscribers pay a monthly fee for 
instant access to pre-prepared 
documents and tutorials, as well as 
online legal advice from experts at 
participating firms.

• On line, changed costing, 24/7 and 
responsive

• Changing court and tribunal 
processes. Canada – intake, diagnosis 
and support

• http://www.civiljustice.info/cgi/viewco
ntent.cgi?article=1003&context=timeli
ness

• Shift to managing disputes on line

CHANGE Lower Levels of Change - Supportive
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http://www.civiljustice.info/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1003&context=timeliness
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No Need to Travel



Replacement 
Technologies

Significant Growth

!

E-Courts and E-Arbitration

US, Canada and UK. 
Sometimes linked with the 
big providers. HMOC.
E Discovery -
https://www.youtube.com/u
ser/KROLLONTRACK

Large Scale ODR

Modria – Predicted to deal 
with 1 Billion Disputes per 
year by 2017 – it has 
already dealt with more 
than 500 million

Boutique Providers

Guided Resolution -
http://www.guidedresolutio
n.com.au/
Adieu (Queensland)
Apps, apps and more apps

EU Initiatives

Rolled out from the 
beginning of 2016. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/KROLLONTRACK
http://www.guidedresolution.com.au/


WHY?
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PLATFORMS AND 
SYSTEMATIC 
CHANGES
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Example: Online Dispute Resolution Portal EU



Trends in Technology 
influencing  
Processes

• Northern Ireland Courts and Tribunal Service 
offers online process for small claims

• Civil Processing Centre operates according to 
time-based and other rules

• Makes orders (final adjudication remains face-to-face 
option) 14



• What do the new ways of 
communication mean for social 
interaction?  What does happen 
when rapport is created?

• Significant threats to privacy. 
Courts and Tribunal systems have 
not yet grappled with this (Impact 
on disputants eg Doctors data). 
Use of recordings now common 
in family disputes.

• Many jobs will not exist in 10 –
20 years. Significant social 
disruption and  changes in courts 
and tribunals.

• Technological change was intended 
to provide many benefits. More 
access, ease of management but 
stress, disconnection issues and 
increased hostility issues.

Possible 
Benefits Job Loss

Loss of 
Social 

Interaction

Threats to 
Privacy

CHANGE
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The Third Level of Change
Disruptive Technologies can help, hinder and will change
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Evolution of AI

http://washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/ju
nejulyaugust-2017/code-of-
silence/#.WUsNHUdqIRy.twitter
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AI – At the Simple 
Level



AI – Rapid Growth and Rapid Increase in Investment
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Family
Disputes?



Role of Judge not just ‘making a decision’

• Judicial Activism
• Complex interactions with people
• Case management
• Civic education
• Contribution to society / social commentary
• The responsive judge –and the importance of 

responsiveness
• Interaction with other judges/lay people
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ROLE OF JUDGE IN 
THE ERA OF 

TECHNOLOGY



http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/legal-
artificial-intelligence-alberta-japan-1.4296763
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AI JUDGE?

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/legal-artificial-intelligence-alberta-japan-1.4296763
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ROLE OF JUDGE IN 
THE ERA OF 

TECHNOLOGY

Technology will develop to a point where 
AI will replace human judges and some 
tribunal members in relation to some 
simple adjudicatory functions

• Legality of decisions made by ‘AI Judge”
• Translating law into code
• Discretionary judgments



1. Who is the decision maker?
2. Who possesses the legal authority to make such a 

decision?

• However, how it will stand up in court is not yet clear.
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AI
ISSUES (1)

Legal Authority



• Autonomous systems would need to apply law from various 
points in time, and ensure that cases are dealt with strict date 
parameters.
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AI
ISSUES (2)

Translating Law into Code



• Data (predictive recidivism)
• Interaction with other systems or online comments

• See Microsoft ‘Tay’ chatbox on Twitter producing racist, pro 
Hitler comments after being ‘influenced’ by tweets

• Predictive coding based on what people want to see
• Algorithms calculated on similar content

• E.g. likes on Facebook will show similar suggested content on 
newsfeeds
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AI
ISSUES (3)

Discretionary Judgement
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AI
ISSUES (4)

Discretionary Judgment

• Individualised justice
• Discretion
• Nuance in the law



“

Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr, 
Supreme Court of the United States of America
April 11, 2017, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

“Can you foresee a day, when smart machines, driven by 
artificial intelligences, will assist in courtroom fact 

finding or, more controversially even, judicial decision 
making?”

-------
“that day is already here, and its putting a significant 
strain on how the judiciary goes about doing things.”



• Technological advances may be used to 
support human ‘judges’ in their judicial work

• Goal of the development of AI systems 
should be to complement current human 
work? Or

• Replacement of human decision makers (at 
some levels?)?

• Eliminate aging/increase memory/reduce 
fatigue
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Technology 
Supporting 

Judges
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Supportive 
Technology

• Physical courtroom but participants are ‘virtual’ 
rather than physical

• Use of holographic projections or screens for 
people to appear anywhere



KEY 
TRENDS?
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THE JOBLESS 
FUTURE

What about lawyers?
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https://www.threethriftyguys.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/automation-of-jobs.jpg
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Least 
Vulnerable 

Jobs
LIKELY TO CHANGE WITHIN FIVE YEARS

Social Skills
According to most research these skills are becoming more important. Computers are still poor as simulating social 
interaction. Affective technology is changing this. Jobs that involve creativity are less likely to be replaced (at least 
in the short term) – however tech can now paint, compose, write stories and anticipate responses.

Many jobs can be replaced but many will have parts of their work automated (select task automation).

Some decision making processes will be replaced by simple tech supported knowledge processes.

Automated, responsive devices will replace some people.

Visual recognition, diagnostic and big data devices will replace many jobs. Think manufacturing, farming,  
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WHAT
ELSE?



TECHNOLOGICAL 
DISRUPTION



•
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Big Data

Who uses your court or tribunal? How do they 
use it? How do they find out about it? How do 
they develop it? What do practitioners do? How 
much does it cost (personal time and other)? 
What do they need?
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Conclusion – Short term and now
Changing processes

 Using technology as a medium to ‘support’ or supplant’ processes – e.g. 
Skype/video conferencing to holograms 

 Use of ‘advisory’ AI to reshape new alternative understandings and 
potentially replace some advisory and determinative practitioners 

Changing styles of interaction
 Collaborative techniques and predictive technology to provide more 

support and referral avenues for disputants

Improving case management, reporting and data collection
 Use of disputant-focused inputs and tracking technologies – rise of trip 

advisor style inputs (mapped with data preferences)

Using data in different ways (changing the nature of data retention 
and collection)

 Use of ‘big data’ to link dispute criteria and data fields or to map and 
promote transparency or comparability
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